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Abstract

Have you ever watched a movie and wondered what makes a movie successful? Well

that’s what my project is going to dive into. Success for movies is typically determined by the

amount it earns at the box office. Three variables that I decided to investigate as influencers of

box office success are, time of year that the movie is released, the MPAA movie rating, and the

number of movie theaters that the movie is played in. I quickly was able to learn what

contributes to a movie's success and what isn’t as important. Overall, it was important to

investigate the factors of a movie’s success for movie producers to know helpful tips to success.
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When it came time to decide on my Honors thesis report, I knew that I had to use skills

from a class that has significantly enhanced my education. I chose to partner with Jerry Rackley

from my marketing analytics and digital marketing classes that I took my junior year. Jerry’s

classes inspired my passion for data visualization, regression analysis, and Tableau. His classes

taught me the importance of looking beyond the data and creating a story.

As I was brainstorming topics to choose from, I wanted to do something that is

entertaining to both me and the audience. That’s why I choose to do my project on the Top

Movies of 2022. I enjoy going to the movie theater and watching the newest movies. Which got

me wondering what makes a movie successful? In Hollywood success is rated on what makes the

most money at the box office. But what variables contribute to making a successful movie? I was

determined to find out.

First, I found my data set on Kaggle.com and began filtering out the data. I chose to only

look at the movies that were over $50,000 in worldwide revenue and deleted anything under that.

Next, I filtered my data then to only American and Canadian movies. Finally, I used only the US

and Canada earnings instead of the global earnings. Then I got to work determining my

x-variables. An x-variable is an independent variable, one that we believe “causes” the y or

dependent variable. The y is the dependent variable meaning that it is affected by other potential

variables. I decided that my x-variables were going to be the time of year that the movie was

released, the MPAA movie ratings, and the number of movie theaters that it was shown at. I

assumed these would be the best variables to analyze that impacted the success of a movie. I

figured that the time of year that the movie was released is important. I mainly took into account

that over the spring and summer more people are off due to spring and summer break, therefore,

they can watch these movies. I believe that the rating is important because it determines the
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frame of appropriateness for who watches it. Finally, I thought that the number of movie theaters

is important because it determines how many people are able to go and watch the movie. If there

are a lot of movie theaters it might help with the success of the movie.

The first variable that I ran was the time of year. I had to convert the months into

numbers to run the regression analysis. It has to be noted that the time of year only includes

months 1-11. The regression analysis is a way to determine if there is a relationship between the

X and Y variables. The image below shows the results of the regression analysis for time of year.

It is important to note that R-Squared refers to the accuracy of the model or relationship.

Therefore, the closer R-Squared is to 1, the higher the likelihood that the X variable caused the Y

variable. This shows us that the time of year isn’t very important for the success of a movie. This

is due to the fact that 0.001717659 is very small compared to the relevance of 1.

The second variable I ran was the movie ratings. I had to also convert this into numbers

(PG is 1, PG-13 is 2, R is 3, and unrated is 4) to run the regression analysis. The image below

represents the regression analysis for the movie ratings.
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This shows us that the movie ratings also don’t play a huge role in determining the earnings and

success of the movie. This is shown through the R-Square of 0.149931462, which still is small

compared to the importance of 1. The movie rating is however significant due to the P-value of

0.012380828 being less than 0.05, the standard threshold for significance. The visualization

below shows the earnings by Top 2022 Movies and Rating and the Ratings Influence on US and

Canada Average Earnings. The visualization on the left showcases that Top Gun Maverick had

the highest earning with the overall rating of PG 13. The visualization on the right showcases

that the PG-13 movies end up making the most of the 2022 movies top earnings.
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The third and final variable I chose was the number of movie theaters. I ran this with a

regression analysis and the results are shown below.

The results show that the number of movie theaters does play a role in determining the success

and earnings of a movie. However, it doesn’t play a huge role. The R-Square value is

0.226078998 which is the highest variable that I have run, yet it still is far from 1. It does have

significance considering that it is below 0.05. All in all, this is the variable that comes closest in

helping determine the success of a movie. The visualization below shows that sometimes the
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number of movie theaters doesn’t determine the highest earnings. Take the Death on the Nile

movie for example, it is highest in number of movie theaters, however, lower in the amount of

earnings. This shows that the number of movie theaters doesn’t always impact the earnings.

To determine if this group of variables is helpful for the success of a movie, I combined

all of the variables together and ran a regression analysis. The results are depicted in the image

below.

The combined results showcase that these 3 variables together don’t have great influence since

the overall score for R-squared is 0.22999718. This isn’t close to 1, therefore, these variables

together don’t play the greatest role in determining what causes success.

In conclusion, these variables together don’t give us the answer that we are effectively

looking for. They help a little bit, but don’t help as much as we would like them to when

determining what makes a movie successful. This means that this group of variables isn't what

makes a movie successful. Therefore, if I had more time to do further research, I would

experiment with more variables. The variables that I would choose would be genre, director, and

the length of movie. I think that the genre would be interesting to look at to see if that is what

causes a movie to be successful. The visualization below showcases an example of the Top 2022
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Movies Genre. Action ended up being the top movie genre with 19 of the 41 movies. Along with

being the highest in the influence on US and Canada earnings.

This shows that the genre would be an interesting variable to investigate with. The director

would be good to experiment with because you could see if the movie is more successful based

on how many award winning movies the director has filmed. Finally, the length of the movie

would be interesting to see if that leads to a successful movie. Does a movie need to be shorter or

longer for it to be successful? These would be the three new variables that I would choose to

experiment to determine movie success.

Throughout this project, I have learned many new things that will be applicable in my

future. I learned the importance of creativity and connection when it comes to picking data to

interpret. You want data that connects to the audience and can tell a unique story for them.

Professor Rackley’s class taught me the usage of the regression analysis and what that means for
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your data. I got to understand how important it is to use it to figure out the relationship between

two variables. His class also taught me how to use Tableau and I was able to apply that to my

project. Finally, I learned that even if you think that data is significant to the outcome, it might

not be. I really thought that the number of movie theaters was going to be significantly important

for the success of movies. I figured that a movie needed to be played in thousands of movie

theaters to be successful. However, after I ran the regression analysis, I found that not to be true.

I learned that sometimes things aren’t as they seem. Which is an important lesson when it comes

to business analytics. While you can assume one thing, what you find could be completely

different. These lessons will help me in my future education at grad school. I am planning on

attending the University of Arkansas for a Masters of Applied Business Analytics program in the

summer of 2023. I am confident that the skills and tools that I have learned in the Spears

Marketing Program will provide me a successful advantage in the program.
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